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Germanium Globuli D30

Organisches Germanium war vor ca. 15 Jahren Gegenstand eifriger Forschung. Die Ergebnisse waren mehrheitlich hervorragend, die Nebenwirkungen insgesamt sehr selten. Wegen 2 schwereren Nebenwirkungen (Nephropathie) wurden die Forschungen eingestellt.

Aufgrund dieser Tatsache und in Anbetracht der hohen Kosten, 100 g Germanium kosten mehrere Hundert CHF, therapiere ich ausschliesslich mit einer homöopathischen Zureichungsform, die ich früher herstellen liess: Germanium D30 Globuli.

Dosierung: 1-mal 3 Glob. (unter Zunge) oder 3-mal 1 Glob tgl.

Evidence suggests that organic Germanium increases interferon production, thereby making it an immuno-stimulant. Animal experiments suggest a role for organic Germanium in hypertension and heart disease. One study gave organic Germanium to rats with induced hypertension, their blood pressures dropped to normal levels. A review of the published literature found organic Germanium virtually free of any side effects with the exception of occasional complaints of loose stools in post-surgical patients receiving high doses. Absorption, excretion, distribution, and metabolism studies of organic Germanium have found it is rapidly excreted after oral administration.

Supplementation may improve impaired immune responses due to aging (Mizushima Y et al. Restoration of impaired immunoresponse by germanium in mice. *Int Arch Allergy Appl Immunol* 63:338-39, 1980). |
|------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

Administration of bis-carboxyethyl germanium sesquioxide (Ge-132) may be beneficial.

| **AIDS** | Administration of germanium sesquioxide may be beneficial. Experimental Placebo-controlled Study: 20 Mexican volunteers with AIDS were given germanium or placebo together with standard treatment. After 18 mo., the health of 80% of the germanium gp. improved (Germanium. Artenkraum Belgium 20:397-1988).

Conference Report: Organic germanium is one of the six medications recommended for intensive clinical testing on AIDS pts. It is considered to be somewhat effective for those who are infected with AIDS for the purpose of preventing them from falling into CDC gps. 3 or 4 and has been found to have a low toxicity (Report from the International AIDS Treatment Conference, Tokyo, Japan. February 13-14, 1987). |
| **Cancer** | An organic germanium compound formed by Hie hydrolysis of trihalogenopropionic acid, followed by the addition of trihalogenogermaine to acrylic acid. Administration may inhibit tumor growth.

Experimental Double-blind Study: Pts. with unresectable lung cancer received either chemotherapy plus Ge-132 or chemotherapy plus placebo. After 3 mo., the proportion of partial and complete responses in stage IV pts. was significantly higher in the Ge-132-treated patients. Although their survival also tended to be longer, the difference was not significant (Mizushima M et al. Some pharmacological and clinical aspects of a novel organic germanium compound Ge-132, in Kelim & Samochowiec. Eds. 1st Int Conf on Germanium. Hanover. Germany. Oct. 1984. Semmelweis-Verlag. 1985).

Experimental Study: Following oral administration of Ge-132 1000 mg/d for 10 days, natural killer cell activity in 18 cancer pts. was augmented at 3 days, but depressed at 10 days in all patients. In intermittent oral administration, however, more than half of the pts. with augmented NK activity at day 3 maintained the high activity level at day 10 (Tanaka et al. Augmentation of NK activity in peripheral blood lymphocytes of cancer patients by intermittent Ge-132 administration. Gan To Kagaku Ryoho 11(6):1303-6, 1984). |
| **Pain** | Germanium sesquioxide: May enhance morphine analgesia.  
| **Osteoporosis** | Administration of carboxyethyl germanium sesquioxide (Ge-132) may be beneficial.  
Experimental Study: After 12 mo., the bone mass of controls tended to decrease, while the bone mass of pts. receiving Ge-132 demonstrated a slight increase. Significant differences began to be noted 1-3 mo. after initiating treatment.  
Administration of Ge-132 was associated with a significant decrease in parathyroid hormone levels, and these levels are known to be negatively correlated with bone mass (Mizushima M et al. Some pharmacological and clinical aspects of a novel organic germanium compound Ge-132, in Lekim & Samochowiec, Eds. 1st Int Conf on Germanium. Semmelweiss-Verlag, 1985.) |
| **Danger** | Long-term ingestion of germanium dioxide may be nephrotoxic.  
Review Article: Acute renal failure or renal dysfunction associated with germanium-induced nephrotoxicity has been reported in 18 pts. since 1982. In 17/18 cases, showed vacuolar degeneration in renal tubular epithelial cells in the absence of glomerular changes, without proteinuria or hematuria. Although the mechanism for germanium-induced nephrotoxicity is unknown, the inorganic germanium salts, such as germanium dioxide, are the suspected cause. While sufficient evidence for a role of organogermanium compounds, such as carboxyethyl germanium sesquioxide ("Ge 132") or citrate-lactate germanate, is lacking, the introduction of |